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DALC AGM & Conference   

Devolution: The Heart of the SW prospects for productivity

Facilitated by Sue Southwell & Martin Parkes Devon Communities Together

Cllr John Hart spoke about how DCC is working towards Devolution in the SW. 

DCC is very clear that it does not want a single SW Mayor and has put 

together a package for a combined authority that is not intended to be a “super 

council” rather a new body with the ability to draw down government funding. 

(There is a potential flaw!  Pre Brexit central government appeared to be 

indicating that this funding would only be  available for regions that adopted the 

mayoral structure but as yet Cllr Hart has been unable to schedule a meeting with 

the new Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government Sajid  Javid 

and therefore is unclear if there have been any changes to government policy) 

This theme was continued in the workshop facilitated by Sue Rooke & Roland 

Pyle DCC

Issues raised 

Double Devolution where the combined authority takes on powers and 

responsibilities which are then devolved to the parishes. 

Making  parishes key stakeholders is seen as a positive 

move by DCC. However delegates highlighted concerns 

about 

Double Taxation where people believe they have paid for a 

service through their council tax, but the service is reduced or 
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withdrawn , forcing the parish council to step in to plug the 

gap but having to increase the precept in order to do so.

(Brixham representative gave several examples of this 

happening) 

Delegates were  unenthusiastic :-

1. Calling the combined authority a quango and questioning how the idea of 

funding trickling down to parishes could sit alongside the potential capping of 

precepts and the current consultation on the extension of local referenda princi-

ples (resulting from  2011 Localism ACT) where the cost of a referendum could 

easily be higher than the amount generated by the proposed increase to the 

precept. This was summarised as “ The parishes will get the stuff that no-one 

else wants to manage without being allowed the budget to do it” 

2. Concerns that rural areas will lose rather than gain funding as the money 

will go to larger urban centres like Plymouth.                                                         

N Devon, agriculture and tourism,  are hardly mentioned in the current Devolution 

draft. (It was claimed there are no farmers on the DCC forum ) 

It was suggested that Neighourhood Plans could be used to influence decisions 

on devolution by asking “what does it mean to me?” “what does it mean to my 

next door neighbour” ( NB a remarkably similar approach to the one we used for 

Sticklepath 2025) 

The overall conclusion was that if you want something to happen you have to 

fund it yourself,  and therefore parish councils should write to the minister          

expressing their concerns about capping precepts and extending referenda 

principles.
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